Presentations & Labs for NC Wildlife Course
(Grades 9 - 12)

- Dichotomous Keys & Biological Classification
- Experimental Design & the Scientific Method
- Introduction to Birding
- Introduction to Owls
- Owl Pellet Lab
- Mammals of the Southern Appalachians
- Mammal Skulls Lab
- Shrews of the Blue Ridge (& Current Research)
- Snakes of the Blue Ridge
- Frogs of the Blue Ridge / Frog Calls Lab
- Salamander Diversity in the Southern Appalachians
- Salamander Biogeography Lab
- Salamanders as Biological Indicators Lab
- Stream Salamander Communities Lab
- Forest Wildlife Habitat Assessment Lab
- Freshwater Pond Study Lab
- Stream Macroinvertebrates & Quality Assessment Lab

Contact:
Patrick Brannon
Outreach Education Specialist & Naturalist
Highlands Biological Station & Nature Center
828-526-4123
pbrannon@email.wcu.edu

www.highlandsbiological.org